# Become Microsoft Certified

Learn more at: microsoft.com/credentials

## Infrastructure
- Azure Fundamentals
  - AS-900

## Data and AI
- Azure AI Fundamentals
  - AS-902
- Azure Data Fundamentals
  - DP-902

## Digital app and innovation
- Microsoft 365 Fundamentals
  - MB-300
- Dynamics 365 Fundamentals (CRM)
  - MB-310
- Dynamics 365 Fundamentals (ERP)
  - MB-320

## Modern work
- Power Platform Fundamentals
  - PL-900

## Business applications
- Power Platform Functional Consultant
  - PL-200
- Power Platform Solution Architect Expert
  - PL-600

## Security
- Security, Compliance, and Identity Fundamentals
  - SC-900
- Microsoft 365 Fundamentals
  - MS-900
- Azure Cosmos DB Developer Specialty
  - DP-420

## Role-based
- Azure Administrator Associate
  - AZ-104
- Azure Solutions Architect Expert
  - AZ-204
- Azure Developer Associate
  - AZ-105
- DevOps Administrator Associate
  - AZ-106
- Information Protection and Compliance Administrator Associate
  - SC-400
- Cybersecurity Architect Expert
  - SC-100
- Identity and Access Administrator Associate
  - SC-300
- Information Protection and Compliance Administrator Associate
  - SC-400

## Specialty
- Azure for SAP Workloads Specialty
  - AZ-500
- Azure Virtual Machine Speciality
  - AZ-100